Session Topic: PASSING & RECEIVING IN SPACE
Week 4
Drill 1: 2 Linked Player

Organization:
Use a 20x20 area and make a goal on each side of the grid with
flags or cones. Split your team into groups of 6 players making 4
attackers and 2 defenders. The defenders (2 linked player) must
hold hands or link arms while chasing the attackers.
The attackers must make 5 consecutive passes inside the area
before they can dribble through a goal to score. If the 2
defenders win the ball they may break their link and attempt to
score in any of the 4 goals.
Coaching Points:
1: Make simple passing and control look easy - Concentration
2: Team mates need to create passing options using width and
depth on the field away from defenders
3: Correct passing technique is important for accuracy and
weight of each pass.
4: Players have to make the correct option, do not pass to
somebody who has limited time.
5: Look for combination passing.

Drill 2: The 3 Channel Game

Organization:
Set out an area 30 x 20. Split the field into three sections with
cones splitting the channels up, and having a goal at each end.
There will be three attackers and one defender. have one
attacker designated to each channel which they can’t move out
of. The defender is allowed to go where ever he likes. The three
attackers then combine and attempt to score in the opposite
goals.
Coaching Points:
1: Make the game look easy with effective passing and control.
Weight and accuracy of passes
2: Passing options and angles from team mates - around or
through defenders
3: Possession or penetration - selecting the correct option
4: Control the speed of the game. Switching the play, limiting
the amount of touches and settling the play can control the
tempo of the game

Session Topic: PASSING & RECEIVING IN SPACE
Drill 3: Sideline Soccer
Organization:
Mark out two goals facing each other on a pitch
approximately 30 x 30 yards. The group is split into two teams
and each player on the team is given a number. The players
are positioned on the sidelines facing each other. The
players should spread out along the line. Two players
should be used as designated goalkeepers and do not have a
number. The coach stands in a position where he can feed
balls in to the grid. The coach calls out a number. If the
coach calls out the number ‘1’, the numbers 1s from each
team run into the middle to compete 1v1 and try to score on
their designated goal. Progress the exercise by allowing the
players to use their team mates on the side to play a wall
pass.

Drill 4: Full Scrimmage

Coaching Points:
1. Make the game look easy, easy pass will equal easy
control
2. Passing for possession: weight and accuracy of the
passes, angles and distance of support
3. Passing for penetration: Commit defenders and play into
space, pass to leading foot of receiver
4. Passing options: Team mates need to create passing angles
or passing lanes through or around defenders
Organization:
Set up a pitch 40 x 30 yards.
2 teams
Coaching Points
Try to develop techniques used in previous drills in todays
sessions.

